Then the followings are known (cf. [10] , [7] ) :
(i) A(y' consists of continuous functions on [0, oo) vanishing at infinity.
(ii) A(v' is a semisimple regular Banach algebra with the product of pointwise multiplication, and the maximal ideal space of A(v' is identified with the interval [0, oo).
Let A(Rn) be the Fourier algebra given by A(Rn)= {g ; g E L1(Rn)}, II g II = ilg II L1(Rn), where g is the Fourier transform of g, that is, g()=(2~)-n,2 Rng(v)e-v~tidv,ERn. Denote by Ar(Rn) the Fourier transforms of the radial functions g, g(v) =g(1 v I) a. e. v E Rn, in L1(Rn). From the wellknown formula .()=(1 1) for a radial function g, it follows that Ar(R') is isomorphic and isometric to AIL' if v=(n-2)/2, n=1, 2, 3, L. Schwartz [11] showed that the unit sphere S'1 in Rn is not a set of spectral synthesis for A(RT), n >_ 3. Reiter [7] proved that, if n >_ 3, then the singleton {yo}, ya>0 is not a set of spectral synthesis for Ar(R"), that is, for A(v', v=(n-2)/2. This implies L. Schwartz's result. For, if L-~g in A(RT), then the Fourier transforms of the means of g; on Sn-1 converge to the Fourier transform of the mean of g on Sn-1 in A(RT). A. Schwartz [10] showed that Reiter's result holds good for all v>_ 1/2.
On the other hand, Herz [4] proved that S1 is a set of spectral synthesis for A(R2), which implies that {y0}, y°>0 is a set of spectral synthesis for A30'. Since S° is a set of spectral synthesis for A(R1), the set {y0}, y°>0 is a set of spectral synthesis for Ac-112,.
For y0=o, Reiter [7] proved that, for every n>_1, the set {0} is a set of spectral synthesis for Ar(RT), that is, for Aw', v=(n-2)/2.
The purpose of this paper is to show the following :
THEOREM. If -1/2<v<1/2 and y°>0, then {y°} is a set of spectral synthesis for Any'. The set {0} is a set of spectral synthesis for A3 for every v>_-1/2.
Related results will be found in Igari and Uno [5] , Cazzaniga and Meaney [1] , and Wolf enstetter [12] . They are concerned with spectral synthesis for the algebra of absolutely convergent Jacobi polynomial series.
A lemma.
First we will prove a lemma. Since p>-1 is arbitrary, we have a;=0 for j>v+1/2. Next we will show that a,=0 for j>0 if yo=0. First we note that ~± have the forms ~+ _ a koo2k) and ~_ _ a2k_1o02k-1) . 
for f E D(-oo, co). A. Schwartz [9] showed that if f is in Acv', then f has p continuous derivatives and I f cr'(y) I _<C I f II, r=0, 1, 2, •••, p, where p is the greatest integer not exceeding v+1/2. From this and the fact that { f p; f E ~(-oo, oo)} is dense in Acv', it follows that ~S is of the form
for f E Aw'. We define N(~)=max { j ; a j * 0} . Let L 1 be the space of continuous linear functionals ~b on A° such that O(f)=0 for all f E 1. Put M= max{N(~b); cELI}. Then we note that M=0 for yo=0 and 0<M<_v+1/2 for yo > o. Let f be in I and let co be a functional in L I such that M=N(~bo). 
